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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, S02 ONZ — TELE 20855

The Meta, Model Soldier Manufacturers run by Wargamers for Wargamers offer the
K Pmr1sHCSiUliTi ZrSulT^ the *'"* between ™W"T

We have decided to bring out a new Price List which bears a relation to
our old one and with the exception of Postage shows no increase for a
reasonable order. Range "S" pricings:-

1 INFANTRY Figure
2 INFANTRY Figures
h INFANTRY Figures
8 INFANTRY Figures
16 INFANTRY Figures

1 GDN

1 LIMBER

1 BALLLSTA

1 CAISSON

CHARIOT SET of Chariot, 2 Horses and 2 men 55p.
GUN SET of Gun, Limber, *t Horses and 2 Riders £1.00p.
AMBULANCE SET of Ambulance, 2 Horses & Rider £l„00p.
CAISSON SET of Caisson, *t Horses & 2 Riders £1„00p.
CARRIAGE SET of Carriage, 2 Horses, General

and Driver £1.00p.
OX CHARIOT SET of Chariot, k Oxen & 2 men 85p.

POSTAGE & PACKING (inland)

Up to £1.00p 10p.
£1.00§> to £2.00p 15p-
£2.00p to £3.00p 20p.
£3.00p to £5.00p 25p.
£5.00p to £10. 35P-
£10 to £15. kOp.
£15 to £20 50p.
Over £20.00p. Free

HO/00 PRICE LIST

Foot Casting 5p.
Gun 13P.

1 CAVALRY Figure (Horse & Rider)
3 CAVALRY Figures
6 CAVALRY Figures £1

1 RIDER Only
1 HORSE Only
1 CAMEL & RIDER

1 CAMEL Only
1 OX Only
1 PACK HORSE

Overseas Customers allow

10# of order value with a
minimum of 15p«

Cavalry Casting
Limber

13p.
13P.

During the Postal Strike Dick and his young Assistant were so busy that
our current Catalogue was considerably out of date, so we have set up a
new one. Before we even finished it, they had made figures we knew nothing
of and the publication date of our up to date catalogue has been delayed
for a little while. Please bear therefore if we cannot forward a catalogue
to you by return.

NEW FIGURES

Shortly to be advertised:-

SPANISH Napoleonic Cavalry, Byzantine and Gaul Cavalry.
RENAISSANCE Infantry and Cavalry designed for Dave Millward and the 1971
Convention. A number are suitable for the English Civil War.
OX CHARIOT, BAGGAGE WAGON, POWDER CART, AMMUNITION CART, ONAGER,
More BRITISH AND FRENCH NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY.

ALWAYS EXPANDING. ALWAYS EXTENDING. ALWAYS WORKING FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT.

CURRENT CATALOGUE AVAILABLE <§ l8p. HOUSE MAGAZINE No 1 AVAILABLE ® 15p.

Commercial Director—NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director—RICHARD HIGGS



WARGAMERS

NEWSLETTER
No. 110. May 1971.

EDITORIAL

Has it ever struck any of you just what sort of
a treadmill one steps upon when starting a hobby
magazine such as this? It is exactly nine years ago
to the month that this magazine began with 2k sub
scribers and has subsequently built up to its present
subscription figures of 1,000 or so by dint of push
ing, persuasion, recommendation, and a little adver

tising. For six years, it was duplicated, first on
a hand machine and then on an electric duplicator
acquired at considerable expense. Wishing to
"professionalise" the magazine and also desiring to
cram more material in by "photographically reducing
the size of the original typed page, we went over to offset printing. At once, this
more than doubled production costs and since then they have just rocketed upwards.
A month or two ago the subscription rate of the magazine was increased for the first
time in three yearn, to cope with such factors as the printing costs doubling over
an eighteen months period. But it seems that the increase in price has only managed
to keep up with production costs of the past and now we are again faced with con
siderable financial increases. This is reflected in a remark by my latest printer
only yesterday "It is impossible to run a hobby magazine such as yours without a
loss because you cannot increase your subscription price often enough to keep up with
price increases in printing caused by the rise in price of paper and labour". This
depressing observation, coupled with the fact that the printers in question are them
selves in financial difficulties because they have been under-charging, would seem
to indicate that the production costs of the magazine are going to continue to rise.

Obviously the

what you can pay t
reached unless the

commercial organis
seem unlikely and

magazine for at le

re is a limit to what I can pay to have the magazine produced and
0 purchase it and it seems as though both of those points have been
re is a dramatic rise in the number of subscribers and/or more
ations pay for advertising space. However both of these things
1 have no intention whatsoever of increasing the price of this
ast another twelve months so it may well be necessary for there

in the format of the magazine to try and bring down its cost of
ontents will remain the same, its style will continue so that no
you will still have a magazine and I will still be running iti

to be some changei

production. Its <

one will suffer -

DON FEATHERSTONE.

Subscription rates:-

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#5.50 in U.S.A. and Canada).

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page
Half Page

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

Classified adverts 1p (2 cents) per word.

£1.50p (#4.00)
75P (#2.00)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

Principles of the Employment of Infantry -

Napoleon's System

Napoleon converted Frederick's bar of iron into
a flexible chain - i.e., he broke up Frederick's line
into small portions of greater solidity. These
latter consisted of battalion columns of companies,
or double companies, with their front covered by
skirmishers.

Frederick's system was to fire first, and then chargTj but in'the^afo^e French
system, skirmishers cleared the front, and Artillery shook the defender's position
before the columns attacked. In this formation the whole of the first line could
deploy and use their fire if resistance was severe, wheeling back again into column.
Its superiority in manoeuvring over that of Frederick was most apparent, and its
massive formation gave confidence to troops not inured to warfare.

00O00

Because the feudal organisation of society made every made of gentle blood a
fighting-man, but not necessarily a soldier, a feudal army presented an unbelievable
collection of unsoldierlike qualities. Although arrogance, stupidity and great
courage coloured the activities of these armies, their inability to replace skill
and experience made tactics and strategy impossible. The knight had no conception
that discipline and tactical skill were as important as courage; it was always poss
ible that at some inopportune and critical moment a battle might be precipitated or
a carefully laid plan ruined by the incredibly foolish bravery of some petty knight
?in\i f0I\°nly P^sonal glory. Social status rather than professional experience
led to command so that the noble with the largest following was always superior to
the skilled veteran with only a few lances to lead.

00O00

"The rapidity of the Swiss advance had in it something portentous; the great
wall of pikes and halberds came rolling over the brow of some neighbouring hill- a
moment later it was pursuing its evil way towards the front .... the solid masses
gliding forward in perfect order and in deep silence .... and then - almost before
the opponent had time to realise his position - it was upon him .... the war-cry
burst out in one simultaneous roar and the column, with its four rows of spear points
projecting in front .... dashed itself against the solid front .... with the impetus
01 file upon file surging up from the rear."

"A History of the Art of War in the Middle Ages" by Sir Charles Oman (1959)
00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH

Bargaining slopes must be shallow so that figures can stand on them and a large
piece of sloping terrain can make a good centre-area for a battle. Take an off-cut
of chipboard or hardboard (about 2ft x 2ft is ideal) - roughly in its centre nai
screw a slap of wood about 1-J"-2§"high. Cut a piece of heavy-grade brown or gre
packing paper so that it is about 6" larger all round than the base, fold its edges
and stick them on the under-surface of base. Mix a solution of Polyfilla and pour
into it some green colouring powder. Then paint over the stretched thick paper and
leave, when dry it will be hard, smooth and the right colour.

ooOoo

On the whole, the long suffering British soldier who had to break the power of
the Maoris found them the best of the native enemies he had ever encountered. The
Maori had his own code of war, based on the belief that, in a fair fight, the bravest
men would triumph through their own merits. In spite of his proud courage, the
Maoris' honour was not degraded when the British soldier upset his traditions. A
Maori was capable of dashing through the fire of both sides to save a fallen foe but
he might also slaughter wounded prisoners and perhaps eat them afterwards. Consider
ing all these things, the British soldier deeply respected the fighting qualities of
the^Maoris whilst recognising his noble side and trying to overlook his native savag-

il or

grey



Historical Situation:

BERGEN-OP-ZOOM, HOLLAND, March 8, 1814

By Richard Meyer

Submitted by Fred H. Vietmeyer

On March 8, 1814, British troops assaulted the fortress of Bergen-OP-Zoom. By
speed and surprise, the British hoped to capture the fortress from the French. Thus,
opening a 'new' door to France; and securing Holland's defence.

General Game Conditions:

French - 170 points and k8 pounds.
A. Maximum troops allowed - 150.
B. k8 pounds designated as follows:

1.3 twelve pound fort guns.
2. 2 six pound horse guns.
3. 10 artillerymen instead of normal 20 which would be attached to

the artillery. (These artillerymen are 'free' and in addition
to the maximum allowed by A above). Also they are to be mounted
on sapper stands.

British - 360 points (250 maximum troops).

Personal Commander castings free - 1 per active player.

Duration - 9 turns.

Victory - British win if:

1. Reduce French to combat effectiveness.

2. Control more than half the fortress for 1 full turn.

3. Capture and hold both the arsenal and the powder magazine for
two complete turns, or blow up both before turn 5«

French win if:

1. Reduce British to combat effectiveness.

2. Prevent the British from accomplishing their objective.

There will be secret conditions known only by the game host and the respective
Commander-in-Chiefs

Set-up At Start:

I. General.

A. All entrances are closed.

B. Artillery (1) Each fort gun will have ammunition and powder to fire 6
balls and 2 cannister located with the gun.

(2) Horse gun artillery normal.

II. French.

A. Artillery (1) Fort guns may not move during move portion of turns; but may
be rotated and manhandled 1 inch during fire portion of
turns.

(2) Horse guns are limbered; but horses are not harnessed.
(3) Additional ammunition may be procured for the artillery

batteries from the powder magazine if sappers and/or artil
lerymen are available for carrying the ammunition to the
batteries; and if the powder magazine has not been blown.

B. Cavalry (if any)
(1) Horses are not harnessed.
(2) Horses are quartered in the fort stable.
(3) "Dismounted" cavalry will behave as light infantry when not

mounted. Dismounted cavalrymen may retain their respective

morale characteristics; but all dismounted cavalrymen will
have light infantry melee capabilities (i.e. a dismounted
cuirassier has a melee evaluation of 1, not k). Further
more, armoured cuirassiers will not be considered wearing
their armour unless mounted
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C. Harnessing (1) It takes two turns to harness any horses after reaching
the stable with the proper personnel.

(2) Only sappers or 'dismounted' cavalrymen may harness the
horses.

D. Quartering the troops
(1) All troops (including any 'dismounted' cavalrymen; will

start in their respective assigned quarters.
(2) The game host has already allocated certain constructions

for quartering the troops; but will only inform the French
Commander-in-Chief as to their location. The British
Commander-in-Chief may know that for the most part the
French troops are quartered in the Eastern portion of the
fortress.

(3) The starting position of the Horse guns has also been
allocated by the game host who will inform the Fr«nch
Commander-in-chief of their location.

III. British.
A. The game will begin with the assumption

fort gates undetected and have just blow
which they • lect. (Naturally, at least
chased to accomplish this). Thus, turn
British entering. If the British,elect
must announce to the French before turn
has been blown. They do not have to ann
the British may blow open one more gate,
during turn one and announced to have be
present).

B. All troops begin off board. All troops will be assigned to one of four
starting areas. It will take one turn to move from one area to another.
The starting area of each unit must accompany the troop list.

\ A /

that the British have reached the
open any two of the four gates
2 sappers will need to be pur-
one map marking will have the
to blow open the Breda Gate they
one map marking that this gate
ounce for any other. On turn two
This gate must be selected

en blown (again a sapper must be

,'iAyi.N1-'

C. British will mark maps for turn one as if their troops were lined up out
side their respective entrances.

IV. Specific Game Conditions:

A.

I.

Movement:
1. All movement will be considered as road movement with bonuses apply

ing where appropriate.
2. Movement up ramps will be minus six inches.
3. There is no penalty for moving down ramps.
k. Artillery may not move up ramps.
5. NOTE: Ramps have a number of intriguing possibilities for units in

a desperate mood. For simplicity, let us avoid sending an avalanche
of unguided missiles rolling down ramps on approaching enemy troops.
It will be difficult to find historical basis for assessing casual
ties and other results for such activity.

B. No works.

C. Weather - normal die cast before game.
D. Constructions (1) There will be 27 stone houses and one stone church,

comprising eleven city blocks. Normal rules apply concerning number
troops, etc. (Except at start French may 'garrison' up to 20 men per
house, in those houses allocated by the host for such purpose).
2. Artillery (even on upper works) may not fire over houseB.

E. Upper level effect on fire and melee:
-1 on fire

-1 on melee, if assaulting up ramps
-5 on melee, if assaulting up ladders.

Secret Game Conditions for French

Guerillas:

A. The French may start with five free guerillas.



B. However, four of these must be assigned to some construction at set on;
only 1 will be allowed to be "roaming" the streets prior to the British
attack

C. All guerillas may be roaming the streets at set-on.
D. All accompany civilians must be in the houses or church at set-on.
E. NO wagons, 'goat carts, etc., will be allowed within 9" of an entrance to

the fort.

II. Artillery:
A. Unlimbered horse guns may act as prolong guns.
B. Overturned limbers may act as breastworks in regard to melee and fire

protection.

III. Combat Effectiveness:

A. Before the game a dice will be cast to determine the French C.E. break
point.

B. Die cast results are as follows:
1 33}%
2-3 25%
^-5 15%
6 No C.E. break point - Alamo defence.

THE BATTLE

On July 11th 1814 British troops led by General M.McWilliams assaulted the
fortress of Bergen-Op-Zoom. Hoping by speed and surprise to overwhelm the defending
garrison and capture the fortress before reinforcements could arrive from Antwerp.

Convalescing from injuries received at the Battle at Champaubert, I was visiting
the old fortress when the attempt was made to capture it by General McWilliams. On
the morning of the attack I had risen early and gone to the church. When the initial
explosions were heard I was in the belfry viewing the town square as the fog was
lifting. It was from that lofty perch that I watched the ensuing battle; and can
submit the following report.

The French garrison was still in their barracks when the British blew open the
Steenbergen gate and the Tholen Dyke entrance. Only a few local partisans were in a
position to oppose the initial British thrust. It had become apparent that under the
cover of the early morning fog the British had landed troops and overcome the outer
pickets moving up to the fortress undetected.

The entire western third was under immediate assault from the British. The
partisans delayed the British troops coming through the gates but did not seriously
hamper them. The British troops assaulting the walls with ladders moved almost with
out opposition.

The French garrison began to move against the British streaming through the
gates. However, the British troops atop the walls, under the able command of General
Mort, moved on capturing two French fort guns. But upon capture did not man them
against the French defenders; instead the British began work to remove the guns from
the fortress!

The British, having forced their way into the fortress, began to attack towards
the powder magazine against a handful of French defenders. The French commander made
the decision to blow the powder magazine before allowing its capture to the British;
and sent that brave guerilla chief, Sancho, to do the job.

However, the resulting explosion was more devastating than Baron Von Vietmeyer
had anticipated. Nearly a full French battalion was destroyed, three houses blown
flat, and several houses and the church were damaged. Many civilians were killed
from the flying debris. The British also lost nearly two battalions and one Sgt.
Baldwin in the explosion.

At this point, having seen to one of the fort guns was being safely removed (the
other captured gun had been destroyed prior to the powder magazine explosion by
artillery fire from the remaining uncaptured fort gun) and realising that most every
one else was in temporary shock from the explosion, General Mort began a devastating
assault which could not be checked and did not end until ordered to from his super
iors after sweeping nearly a third of the town away from the French.



During this time, the British recovered from the explosion and began to rush in
reinforcements through the huge hole in the north wall caused by the explosion. The
French, also recovered, counter-attacked the assaulting British forces. Bloody
hand-to-hand fighting ensued, with the French finally giving way to the British on
slaught.

Now it appeared to all that the British had carried the day; when the Baron
received word that French reinforcements were less than a mile away! General Mc-
Williams, who had conducted a well co-ordinated assault, apparently received the
same report from his pickets for he began a hasty withdrawal from the fortress.
Because of the nearness of the French reinforcements, the British had to leave be
hind two horse guns they had captured from the defending garrison, as well as one
of their own.

The British nearly captured the fortress before the French could rush rein
forcements to its aid. However, it appears that their efforts to remove the fortress
guns rather than use them against the French was a definite factor in their near
miss. (Especially when one of the captured guns was a howitzer which could have had
a devastating effect in the cramped town.

The French have mainly their own stubborness and determination to thank for
their survival through the ordeal.

TROOP LIST

French: 170 points (150 men max.) - 12 pds.

1 Regiment Line Infantry (Jordan)
2 Guerillas (R.Vietmeyer)
1 Battalion Chasseurs des Montagnes (F.Vietmeyer)
1 Guard Armoured Sapper (R.Vietmeyer)
1 Line Sapper (R.Vietmeyer)

French: Free Troops

General R. Vietmeyer
5 Guerillas

10 Artillery Gunners

Lt. Jordan

Colonel-General Baron von Vietmeyer

British: 425 points (325 men max.) - 6 pd£

First Brigade - Gen. Mort
1/52 Foot
1/79 Foot
Royal Engrs. and Miners

Second Brigade - Gen. Sir Grandstaff
1/25 Foot
1/40 Foot
2/95 Foot (2 cos.)
1/7 Foot (1 co.)

Third Brigade - Lt. Mitchell
2/24 Foot
1/32 Foot
2/95 Foot (3 cos.)

Fourth Brigade (Reserve) - Gen. McWilliams
1/45 Foot
2/83 Foot
Royal Horse Battery

Men

111

2

28

1

1

1*3

1

5
10

1

1

Pts

111

10

42

4

-1
170

0 (2)

0 (25)
0 (6)
0 (2)
0 (2)

161 170 (207)

2 0 (4)
40 80

33 33
26 78

101 191 (195)

1 0 (2)

33 33

33 33
6 12

_2 6

76 84 (86)

1 0 (2)

53 33
33 33
_9 18

76 84 (86)

1 0 (2)

33 33
y:> 33
4 0

71 66 (68)

324

NOTE: The French were outnumbered two to one both in men and points.

425 (435)

Also, the 36



?:"".d8s b°; Jstof?^":,!Btw,tioB °f eMe d"i6n to b« "di»"ed" *•'»•• *».'«
HEADQUARTERS, 6th Corpt

Army of France.

August 3, 1814.

Special Order P-D 4513-1

sarv FOBrSadf^11LnG I^Z »* J?'8M-0P-Zoom over avaliant and persistant adversary - Brigadier General M. McWilliams - the following is affected:

Sai-ftfth^SfV; Vietmov«r »» in charge of the guerillas and artillery is
XrJf*! r ^ nur J"*"6 thC enCmy the P°wder "agaaine and thereby saving
Honour Vay. SSjJ3* ??"* S™f° J*" been SWarded the "civilian" Legion of *
be located ?f£Hf h ""*" *I*?"* atomic-lik* ^plosion but cannot currentlybe located. It has been rumoured he was last seen in the Argonne Forest.

JS*«!^B,H-.,,,?*H J°rdan " advanced t0 lieutenant for commanding the successful garrison infantry regiment.

In line with "The Imperial Promotion Policy" of July 23, 1811 (1966) for set
ting up and conducting one of the most even battles, one of the most "cliff
hanger formal games in recent years - his first formal game - which showed a
real knowledge of the theory of the game - Major R.Meyer is appointed to the
Guard. John Curtis, late of the French Army is cited for the original research
on this game.

(signed) Frederick von Vietmeyer

The Baron von Vietmeyer

Colonel-General.

1.

2.

3.

WE MAY NOT MAKE THE FINEST WAR GAME SOLDIERS IN THE WORLD

BUT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THAI' WE DO'

Write us today for a special Bulletin we have prepared for British war-
gamers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war game
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
SCRUBY miniatures:



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Lou Zocchi (of California U.S.A.)

I noticed in some of the back issues that there

is interest in dice which can provide more than 6
sides for combat resolutions. You might not know
that the Japanese make a 20 sided die which is avail
able in 4 or 5 different colours. Each die is about
#3 and they are generally used as random number
generators by scientific institutions. I have an idea
which I would like to have put to an expert on dice.
I believe that a 10 sided die can be constructed in

the following manner.

1. The die is made from 2 five sided pyramids,
and a base.

A 5 sided pyramid has 4 walls

2. The two pyramids are glued together at their bases as in drawing No.3. When
joined at the bases, an 8 sided figure results.

3. The tops of both pyramids are cut off far enough down from the top to assure
that the newly created surface displays an area which is equal that of the
sides. Cutting off the pointed tips creates 2 new surfaces and raises the
number of sides from 8 to 10.

,) x'.^O

\ /'

I

S

/ »
jy..,,*-'

<,,;>•: vfcJ

Cj.u<;l w*« "*•

Mm**") v^

DrW-^f^.?

Several questions concerning this die have yet to be answered. 'Would the
creation of equal area faces necessarily assure that the probability of any one of
the faces have the same opportunity of coming up? If it does not, can the figure be
cut with unequal areas which assure equal opportunities? Or can the piece be arti
ficially weighted to assure equal opportunities?

ooOoo

RUSSIAN ARMY ORGANISATION - Continued from Page 22.

of Cuirassiers and 8 of Line Cavalry (each of these had about four regiments of
Dragoons and two of Hussar or Uhlans). During 1812 8 regiments of Chasseurs a Cheval
were created, 2 more of Cuirassiers and 7 more of Uhlans were added. Dragoon regi
ments were reduced to 19. The Guard Cavalry Division had, by 1814, 3 Cuirassier
regiments, and one each of the following - Hussars, Cossacks, Dragoons, Uhlans and
Chasseurs a Cheval.

Bibliography: Campaigns of Napoleon - Prof. D.G.Chandler.

L'Uniforme et Les Armes des Soldats du Premier Empire. Vol.11 - L.

and F. Funken - excellent uniform details, infantry, cavalry and artillery.

The Imperial Russian Army, 1805-15 - W.H.Murray. Organisation, uni
form, divisional distinctions and standards, all in great detail.

Napoleonic Army Organisation - F.H.Vietmeyer. I have only read ex
tracts of this but judging by his articles in the Newsletter, it should be very good.
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ULTIMATE WARGAMING

(Part One)

by

Pat Dunn

I suppose anyone claiming that a project is going|
:o be the 'ultimate' wargame is treading on thorny
ground. There is always a good chance that someone
vill shortly attempt something even more sophisticat-
id. I do think though that your readers will be in
terested in what I consider to be by far the most in
volved and ambitious campaign yet attempted. It is
ilso the story of anew breed of wargamer -the super realisUNoTn^sTo^rinT
icorn on the 'all of a heapers' who get just as much fun as anyone else. If your
;ame is crudely simple or vastly complicated it really does not matter at all provid-
>d you like what you are doing. ^

The super realist is a club member because only a fairly large group of people
an handle a vast set of rules. He wants rules that cover absolutely everything. He
.s not merely concerned with battle rules. He wants to include everything that happ
ened during hostilities. These fellows want to torment themselves with the same set-
acks and problems that besieged their real life counterparts. I recall a spectacu-

bout 20 persons were involved and each were to command a warring nation. Since'it

igh Seas Fleet at an average cost of at least £1 each (Navis and Hansa 1-1250 models)
hich I was going to loan to my brother. This was only a portion of the fleet re-

It was intended to refight the First World War and not merely rehash it. The
ociety planned to start off exactly as the situation was in August 1914 but f-om
hat point, anything could happen. Turkey might declare war on Germany for exampleJ
olitics, peace treaties, alliances, were all a definite and vital part of the game
rior to its starting. My brother both wrote and received letters almost daily to
ther players trying to 'woo' them to his way of thinking-hatching diabolical plots
nd double dealing and politicking in general. It was all most enjoyable and yet I
now they would get dreadfully upset when things went wrong and an unfavourable
lliance or pact was signed against their own interests.

Each country would have the Navies and Armies that it really had at the start of
he war. Ships and manpower and so on would be added as they were actually available,
hus if a certain ship was completed on (say) 17th November, then it would be added
o the players fleet on the same date game time. Since those taking part were mostly
nterested in ships, highly elaborate rules were to be in force for the Navies. The
lghting rules for military operations were to be kept simple so that they could con-
entrate on having comprehensive rules for fleet operations. Even so, simple rules
r not, the armies would have the same potential as their real life counterparts and
hus would influence the game accordingly.

Those taking part became completely absorbed in it, becoming passionately inter-
sted in world War I and obscure data related to it. My brother desperately wanted
o find out where German coastal guns were sited and everything about the forts and
efences of the German coast. That was just one item and there were countless other
nings like that-all so important to these wargamers. They would go to extraordinary
engths to find out the data, including digging ancient volumes out of libraries and
ome even went as far as writing to foreign embassies for information. If they found
ut something that was unknown to them then there is little doubt that they would
uickly add the clause to the game rules.

To give an idea of .the astounding lengths to which these super-realists are pre-
ared to go, let me quote just a fraction of the notes and rulings that were intended
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to be incorporated into the project. Rules for recommissioning hulks. Rules for
repairing old ships used as targets. Rules for refits, overhauls, etc., etc. Re
arming ships and rearming them before actual time. Position of transports through
out the world at start of war. Rules for cold boilers in harbour. Rules for carry
ing deck coal with possible loss of speed and stability. Position of ice line and
rules for frozen harbours. Firing ranging shots before salvo firing commences.
Penalty for not firing at opposing ship in the line. Lake steamer repairs - no yard
facilities. Rules for hiding in smokescreens. Establishing coal dumps.

David had little enough time to spare for his wargaraing.
suppose, most of his life was spent working and looking after
that he simply did not have enough spare time to become inter
happening elsewhere in the hobby. He did not read books or m
but devoted all his available time to his own society and to
me he could become interested in model soldiers and so on but

nothing to do with such things because his wargaming time was
friends, he lavished fantastic enthusiasm and interest in the
campaign. The energy they poured into it would baffle the le
lar meetings in London were necessary to thrash out the rules
other points that kept cropping up.

Like many others I

his home and family so

ested in what was

agazines on the subject
their projects.' He told
forced himself to have

limited. Like his

proposed World War I
sser enthusiasts. Regu-
and a hundred and one

The project was started in 1967 and was not ready to play until December 1970.
Some readers may be thinking that it would not have worked in practise because of its
complication. In fact, the Society had gradually perfected other naval campaigns,
some of which were large scale affairs. Since the World War I campaign was merely a
much more complicated version, there is no reason why the same basic system should
not enable the game to work smoothly. Everything had been accounted for.

The points proposed or introduced for this ambitious project shows that wargam
ing can be taken very very seriously indeed and is not always a light hearted affair
as many think it should be. The super realist is among us and he demans near per
fection and global conflict for his own satisfaction. He does not merely want to
fight a battle or direct a limited campaign, he wants to get involved in an entire
war effort and direct the affairs of a powerful nation from start to finish. It only
remains to be seen how the campaign and the whole concept is fought and how the sys
tem of play works. I shall describe this fascinating process in future pages.

How is a map campaign conducted when 15 or 20 members meet once or twice a month
to conduct the operations in a L LI? As far as the Naval Wargames Society was con
cerned, the procedure was as follows. The hall itself was necessary to fight the
actual ship battles because modern naval warfare (1900-1945) requires a lot of space
when model ships are used. The actual naval operations would be conducted on large
maps spread out upon tables. The rival factions would be at opposite ends of the
hall. Two umpires per campaign were always appointed and these were usually situated
on the stage. When the players had finished making a move of a specified duration,
transparent copies would be handed in so that the two umpires could line them up on
master maps and watch the rival track lines for contacts. When a contact was made,
it was their duty to see that the models were set down according to visibility, bear
ings, and formation plans. Naval warfare, and all kinds of side effects associated
with it, is a very complicated affair and the two umpires would have a very exacting
task to perform because aerial search patterns, minefields, to mention just two
aspects, have to be checked each move.

However this system was for the 'ordinary' type of campaign. Since the Society
intended to refight World War I in its entirety from August 13th to a definite con
clusion, a monthly meeting, when only a day or two of game time might elapse, was ob
viously inadequate. Here, in an article my brother wrote for the Society's magazine
'Battleflcet' is a description of the new system.

"...the most radical departure from our accustomed methods will be the postal
moves. A player will make his moves at home and then post his transparency, with all
the necessary explanatory details to the umpires, who will compare them with every
body el6es, and write and phone if contact has been made. If the contact is a minor
encounter the battle can be fought during an evening (those concerned would arrange
to meet and bring relevant models along) and only very rare fleet encounters will
necessitate the use of our hall. The transparencies will then be posted back with
details of weather, visibility, duration of next move and so on. The umpires may at
any time call upon a player to produce fuel and ammunition records, squadron forma
tion patterns, pre-determined course records, etc., to ensure all is being faithfully
recorded. It may be possible for those players unable to attend our London Meetings
to take part, one's battles being fought by the umpires under fixed directions and
limitations. CONTINUED.
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

FLLODEN FIELD

by

Anthony Sheppard

My father and myself were on holiday in the North
of England, up near the border with Scotland, in June
and since both of us are keen on battlefields we visit
ed Flodden Field. We met an old chap there who told
us about the battle and he had some old cannon balls,
all stone, and other relics of the battle that had
been found. The photos show the hillside over which
the battle was fought (the direction of the photos is
shown on the battle map). «e then went on to ;.orham
Castle and Baraburgh Castle. .;e learnt much about the
battle from this man and more that some books have
later revealed.

Flodden Field 1,513.

King James IV of Scotland invaded England while
Henry VIII was in France and thus Surrey led the
English. James must have had about 20-30,000, though
some say 50,000, men while Surrey had just fewer,
about 20,000. James had not got very far in England
when Surrey marched north picking up local levees all -
the way, no mean feat in itself, since Henry had taken 2- The Monument and Branxton
all the best men to France. Surrey advanced north
from Newcastle, where he had halted to re-rroup, and
was supplied by a fleet under Howard his son. James "
had a strong position on Flodden Edge which Surrev
could not attack, although he had to decide the cam
paign quickly as his levees had only a limited time to
serve. He approached Flodden Edge and waited. James
had reduced some northern forts but could not attack
Surrey as he would leave his strong position, further
strengthenea by trenches and cannons on the top of the!

south of James and dispatched his army to cross
Till by various fords and bridges to come on the rear
of James's position. James learnt of this movement
and marched north 1 mile to Branxton Edge and faced
Surrey. Howard, on shore now, with his men advanced
lurthest I.orth and crossed the Till first then swung
round South. Surrey achieved, what only brilliant
generals do, a junction of troops on the field of
battle. James had the opportunity to destroy Surrey
in detail while he was crossing the Pill but was too
much of a gentleman to do so. (He even challenged
Surrey to a duel to settle the Question of the cam
paign - Surrey was over 70J Surrey renlied that it
was not fitting for a Lord to fight a King!)

Thus Surrey formed up North facing James, each
lacing his own country, while James tried to control
his lieutenants and bloodthirsty clans. They had
abandoned their strong position only to occupy as
nearly as strong a one further north.

Branxton Edge from the
Church.

from the Church.

The English position from
the Church.

The English position looking
north-east from the Monument.
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battle resulted in the crushing defeat of the Scots, many Scots died, it ii
reckoned nearly 10,000 including James, and many became prisoners, "ail-; little ...ore
than 2-3,000 English died. James failed because his attacks v/ero not co-ordinated
downhill, he had few archers and no useful cannon, and few cavalry. .d:..it cedly
Surrey was just as poor in cavalry and cannon and lost only badly on his rirht but
he controlled his troops and timed his counter-attacks.

The
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Flodden Field Today.

.'hen at home my
self, i-hil Hall and

John Turnbull re-

iought the battle
with ..irfix troops
(Sheriff of i.otting-
ham and .-\obin Hood).

I pi- ned the battle
and unluckily John
got the Scots while I
commanded Stanley and
Phil Surrey and
Howard. The numbers

were as shown on the

map. The gradual
slope was allowed for
in the rules - the

board was flat - down

hill troops moved 10"
whilst uphill about
4"-6". The rules were
variations on yours
("Wargames"). Huntley
and Hume, Angus, James
and the Clans charged
downhill, the Clans
becoming out of hand
and by the second

move all came within

the range of the
English archers. The

?k '-™+ • it massacre was terrible,
£.-* icots in that move to 1 English, and it continued into the next moves, the third
move - ^5 more Scots and 16 English, the fourth move - .>3 Scots, 11 more surrender
ing, to few English lost. By the fifth move the Scots crossed the stream and attack
ed the English positions, 29 more falling in the attack. Che Clans were cut down,
32 infantry and 3 cavalry were killed before they even came into contact with the
English, through archery fire, and the rest surrendered. James attacked the English
eventually with about 10 men while Angus attacked with 50 men, nearly all his troops!
Hume and Huntley attacked with nearly the same number. Thus the Scot's right was
completely lost and Stanley, some relation to those at Bosworth, sent his cavalry
uphill to wheel to the right and cut off the Scots retreat. i'he English and Scots
fought desperately across the stream by Surrey repulsed the Scots both sides losing
heavily m the 5th and 6th moves. Hume and.Huntley's men charged home but were
struck in the flank by Howard's cavalry and were repulsed by axemen and heavily
mailed infantry and 2 English cannons. Howard's cavalry then advanced uphill and
charged the Scot's centre still at the stream and Dion- with Stanley's cavalry com
pleted che massacre.

.,„, lhQ re*Ult "as.ons even more terrible than in 1513, due probably to the rules
and the .nglish having twice as many archers concentrated as the Scots had divided
Incidentally the dispositions were as they were in the original battle, though James,
or rather his second in coumand was left this time with only a handful of men. The
battle went as it did in history*

In this battle and in the- original battle and campaign Surrey's conduct was
witnout blemish both tactically and strategically. He took a big risk to draw James
from his strong position forcing him to fight on Surrey's terms; over open .round
where Surrey's archers could come to grips with the enemy.

That is it, I hope it is interesting



14 WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMER

TICK?

by

A. WHARTON

Some years ago, whilst in the R.A.F., I had
occasion to 'visit' the United States. Whilst there

I met an American civilian technician working with

the U.S.A.F. He was a wargamer with a complete lay
out of the Battle of Shiloh, purchased as a set. I
understand that over there it is possible to purchase a set battleground for a few of
the major battles, which are set up according to the recorded dispositions of the
armies, and the game starts from there.

Over a period of time, as General Grant, I lost that battle about 10 time6.
Every time my opponent did what the real Johnston failed to do, broke my left flank,
turned me from the river, and lost me the support of the gunboats, and never once

gave me the room to get Wallace or Buell up.

However, be that as it may, I acquired a few Airfix soldiers on my return home
and over a period of time fought odd battles. I have never made a proper battlefield,
being content with a book here, matchbox there, and piece of coloured paper elsewhere.
It would have been impossible to have fought an opponent as I would have required an
evening explaining the field to him. I never even got round to painting the soldiers,
being more interested in what they did, not how they looked (I hope you aren't too
shocked).

My wars were always on a regimental level. -Vith one Airfix infantryman repre
senting 9 men covering 10 sq. yds, 12 of them would represent one company, and in
column, I should say single file, would represent column of threes, and in line would
represent 3 lines. This giving me a scale of -J" to 10yds, at 8 companies to a regi
ment, I can actually fight a local action on a 3' x 31 kitchen table (700 sq. yds +),
if I am too idle spread across the floor. I fought to hazily remembered rules from
'Shiloh', plus, what I hoped, was common sense from U.S. Civil War Books. My reason
for regiment-based fighting was that 100 odd men looked more like a regiment, than
200 odd looked like an army.

A few months ago, I decided to paint.my artillery grey and blue, instead of
recognising them by their hats. At the same time I decided to increase my Union
infantry as I am not too keen on all those (presumably) skirmishers, missing from the
Confederate box. At the same time, I decided to go about it more seriously. It co- I
incided I think with a sudden outbreak of chess mania at work. At this time, I had
no idea that wargaming existed much in this country at all. Then, suddenly, by sheer
chance I got a copy of "Advanced Wargames", and then by sheer coincidence "Battles
with Model Soldiers". I am at the moment awaiting the arrival of "War Games".

Instead of crystalising my own game, I am thrown into sheer confusion. In order
to get a constant set of rules, I sent for the London Wargames Rules for the American
Civil War, on the assumption that these were national rules. However, I am of the
opinion that these are one set of rules among many. They do not appear to comply, in
many of the basics, to yours set out in your books.

I am slowly getting one or two people interested in wargaming. I am American
Civil War only myself, but among friends am willing to learn any other period from
the Horse and Musket upwards. However, I foresee trouble, '^he people I get inter
ested, will no doubt do a little research, and arguments are bound to ensue as to
whose rules we fight to. I myself would not accept the London Wargames Section rules
that infantry can charge 200 yds. (Give one of them a rifle and bayonet and let him
charge me over 200 yards flat ground and if he reaches me I'll fight him with a
pocket knife). Infantry cannot charge over broken ground (look at World War I), in
fantry cannot charge up hill (Pickett at Gettysburg and the Union Army breaking out
of Chattanooga). I also disagree with the rate of fire both of you appear to allow
for a muzzlw loader of that period.

Most of this letter could have been left out, but to show my seriousness I have
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15.



THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Newell Chamberlin

While I play wargames only occasionally I find
your magazine full of information, notes and news; in
fact, about the best general information one can get
even though you produce a wargamers' magazine per se
(you can quote this). I enjoy your various editori
als and, as you know, I am in complete agreement with about 99.9/u of what you write.
There are few of us who were in this hobby 20 years ago, let alone 35, and, while I
have been collecting for more than that, I am a bit overwhelmed by the changes in the
hobby even in the last five years, let alone decade. I think it inevitable, but I
put some of the guilt at the feet of a few Englishmen who persist (and I suppose with
reason) Americanphobes; but none of these people take into consideration the fact
that many of us "Yankees" have connections which go back to England long before their
own. What I am saying in essence is that the hobby has taken a definite turn
(whether for the worse, I don't know).
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ous lot to read, to paint and to
increasingly difficult to get it

I have noted a recent flood of uniform books in small format and with numerous
colour illustrations, these produced cheaply and with a relative penache. I wonder,
however, whether this kind of thing is not drawing close to the point of duplication
of effort, and whether younger collectors, enticed by the books, may not find them
selves caught up in the current rise in casting prices ... all much to their chagrin?
Few Americans convert Airfix as do you Britons so that there is little left in the
field for young collectors other than Scruby's models. There is also the added point
that the average U.S. collector does not like to go below 30mm for his games, and
this lets out some of your new and excellent makers. I would like to see more done
in this country in the 20mm scale even though I am committed to the 30mm in my own
peculiar games and area of interest. If I ever get time, I will invade your columns
with an article on this aspect ... if you approve.

On the bright side of the ledger (anything with figures is to me bright) I have
garnered a few older Britains' types for the collection and I have managed by hook
and crook to paint a few 30mm for the wargames forces, although the number "on the
stocks" seems to increase at a rapid rate! My chief wargames opponent has left
Washington University to spend a few months working on an Israeli kibbutz (of all
things at this time) and as he was a colonial campaigns man he has left me with only
Napoleonic men whose collections do not fit my Wolseleyian types! Being something of
a loner anyway I don't mind this and can spend the odd evening devoted to gaming to
either solo efforts or to painting.

ooOoo

WHAT MAKES A WARGAMER TICK? - Continued from Pap;e 14.

spread it out a little. My point is really only can you, as one of the only two ex
perts I know of, tell me whether there are a set of standard national rules for war-
games, and if there are, where would I get them. If there are not, where would I
get a set of rules that you fight to? I need as much information as I can lay my
hands on at the moment, now that I am getting really serious.
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CHOOSING YOUR FORCES

by

Peter Gouldesbrough

r«mn»" y warfamers' when th°* *" fighting an isolated battle which is not part of a
SSIieal£ USS the,device of allowing each player to choose his forces on apoints
•!"f:^lk* S°llmany °f °Ur *asic ideas this originated with H.G.Wells, who describes
fl*2 IJ An"ifX 5°W lts »PPUcatl°n resulted in the defeat of aBoer-iike cavalryforce of 80 with 3 guns by 110 infantry with 4. 7

f«„ »W! auPJy thi^ Pr^oiple using what is probably a fairly typical scale of 1point
for amusketeer, 1* for arifleman, 2 for a light cavalryman, 2^ for a lancer or heavy
cavalryman and 15 for a gun. The trouble with using such a scheme without restric
tion is that each player chooses his forces with an eye to the detailed terrain which
he knows he is going to fight over or to suit his own favourite tactics. It would be
a fortunate commander who could choose the exact composition of his force just before
going into action. °

We therefore started by limiting freedom of choice so as to ensure that neither
side was too 'unbalanced'. Not more than a third of the points available were allow
ed to be used for cavalry. Only one gun could be taken for each 100 points and for
any number of 50 points or more left over at the end. But even this proved to give
too great freedom of choice, so we have devised a system by which the composition of
each force within very narrow limits is fixed by a series of dice throws.

We start by reckoning that a typical -balanced' force of the Napoleonic period
would be represented by 70 points for infantry, 35 for cavalry and 15 for artillery.
This gives an infantry/cavalry/artillery points ratio of 14/7/3- Each player starts
oil with a basic force of the three arms in accordance with this ratio. (Of course
the two forces are not necessarily equal, but both must have their total points divid
ed between the arms in accordance with the ratio). Then each player throws a certain
number of dice to decide how many points ho is to add to his basic force. (If the
basic forces are unequal the number of dice thrown will be unequal in the same propor
tion). He then throws three separate dice to decide in what proportion the extra
points are to be divided between the three arms. For example, if he throws 2 for in
fantry, 2 for cavalry and 4 for artillery, then infantry and cavalry get a quarter
each of the extra points and artillery get a half. Any odd artillery points over an
exact multiple of 15 are divided equally between infantry and cavalry.

An example will show how this might work out. Both players start with 154 in
fantry points, 77 cavalry points and 33 artillery points, and both throw 10 dice for
their extra points. Player A throws only 24. His single dice throws give 4 for in
fantry, 2 for cavalry and 6 for artillery. He therefore adds 8 infantry points, 4
cavalry points and 12 artillery points, making totals of 162, 81 and 45 respectively.
This gives him just enough artillery points to have three guns. Player B throws 40
with his 10 dice. His single dice throws give 3 for infantry, 3 for cavalry and 2 for
artillery. He therefore adds 15 infantry points, 15 cavalry points and 10 artillery
points, making totals of 109, 92 and 43. He does not have enough artillery points to
have three guns, so the balance of 13 points must be divided between the infantry and
cavalry, giving final totals of 175?, 98^- and 30.

This system works quite well. The ratio between the different arms in the basic
forces ensures that the final forces are not too 'unbalanced'. But, as we have 6een
in the example above, the dice throws can give a distinct advantage to a player in one
or two arms. The only choices given to each player are how to divide his infantry
points between musketeers and riflemen, his cavalry points between the three types of
cavalry, and his artillery points between horse and foot artillery. His choices in
these directions are probably limited anyway by the types of troops available. Of
course each player makes his dice throws out of sight of his opponent so that both
start the game without an exact knowledge of the enemy forces. If they don't trust
each other's honesty and/or arithmetic, they can always get a third party to check the
throws and calculations.

00O00

The English archer was reputed to be able to draw and discharge his bow twelve
times in a single minute, at a range of 250 yards, and if he once missed his man in
these twelve shots he was but lightly esteemed.
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- we are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and s/hand
Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. p.free 36/8d
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " 3o/8d
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd.

including colour " 26/-
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. Mew facsimile
reprint of the rare U.S.War Dept. Manual.7"x10" hundreds of illus
trations inc. pages of colour p.freel39/6d.
HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945- New reprint and compan
ion to previous item. p.free 139/6d
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof.illustd. in colour, p.f. 6/-
How to Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. p.free 43/6d
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo
R.K.Riehn. Illustd. Uniform colour guide. p.free 27/6d
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform
colour guide, companion to previous item. p.free 14/Od

GERMAN ARriLLERY 1914-1918 D.Nash. Prof. Illustd. inc. colour, Uniforms
Equipment, etc. P.Free 26/-d.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 R.Dilley. Prof. Illustd.
inc. colour. P.Free 26/-d.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Carman.
11-J" x 8£" 204 pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several hundred
items of dress, P.Free 64/6d.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT
TITLES BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.

UQLE AND MIDOU

P.O. Box 19256 •>•; Cincinnati, Ohio 45219 vr U.S.A.

Military Figures for the Connoisseur

30mm DIORAMA QUALITY FIGURES

NEW AND USED BOOKS

COLOR PRINTS AND PEN & INK DRAWINGS

HISTOREX FIGURES-FOOT $1.50 MOUNTED $3.40

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG ON REQUEST

ORIGINAL PAINTINGS

BY MIKE McAFEE
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SOME 1914 CONVERSIONS •

by

John Nicholls

I think the articles "Make your Own Army"
are very good and hope they will continue. I
watched Stan Colby at work at the Tunbridge
Wells Convention and I am sure that many of
your readers could contribute artilces to cover
almost any period.

I enclose just the outline notes of some
1914 conversions I made for my own pleasure, I
can give you these in more detail if you like,
but I have found that once you start the Con
verter off on the right track he invents as he
goes on

British:

French:

German:

Russian:

Belgian:

Austrian:

Serbians:

Montenegro:

Infantry - Normal figure painted.
Royal Marine - Normal figure painted.
Naval Landing Party - American body, British 1914 head without peak.
Indian Army - Normal figure with Weldite turban built up.
Cavalry - 7th Cavalry with British head etc.

Infantry - 1916 figure with Union head.
Cavalry - 1815 Cuirassier - well cut about.

Infantry - Normal figure, can be painted with both the old and new
equipment.

Prussian Guard - Normal figure painted.
Cavalry - 7th Cavalry or Am/Civ mounted figure with spike helmet and

sword or lance.

1941/45 Infantry with British 191^ head.
Cavalry - As British.

1916 French with flat 1914 German head.
Same figure with Busby for Guards.
Also try Meret dogs pulling MG on cart.

1914 German with Africa Corps head.

Japanese infantry with cap cut to shape.

A simulation of the Reserve Corporal from the Blandford book can be made
from a Japanese figure if you cut the cap into the round shape required.

^ritish, French andGoing on from these I have provided Standard Bearers for the
Germans. For the look only of course.

Stan Colby says that you can convert to most periods with a sharp knife, pins,
weldite and a spike - and after trying it I think he is almost right.

-—00O00

"I bought at auction of old arms and items of military interest a copy of the
Army List 18?4 (a mine of information). In the back of this book were a lot of
adverts dealing with in the main Officers equipment and scientific manuals by
various writers. Under the heading "List of Works Prepared at the Topographical
and Statistical Department of the War Office" came the following:-

"Rules for the Conduct of the War Game" compiled by Captain E.Baring R.A. The
box of men, etc., can be had for 6 gns., and 15 maps mounted and coloured for £6.
Royal 8 vo., with plans. Price 2/-d."

H. James Pinn of Auckland, New Zealand.



YOU WRITE

TO US

"I am writing mainly to pass along word of two articles of mine that may be of
interest to Newsletter subscribers, although they will be appearing in non-hobby
publications.

Firstly, the March issue of "History Today", which almost always has something
of military interest in it, will include a feature I have written on "Foreign Adven
turers in the American Revolution". I think that it contains some amusing and in
formative elements.

Secondly, the American popular history magazine, "Mankind", has scheduled a
heavily colour-illustrated essay ("The Lure of Waterloo") for their April issue,
which will be on the news-stands (at least in the U.S.) in March. The beautiful
colour photos that accompany this text were provided by Dino de Laurentiis studios
in Rome, taken from the new film "Waterloo". They are worth seeing in their own
right. The article itself is not really a blow-by-blow account of the battle, but
rather an essay on the background and historical significance of it, and a preview
of the movie, which has not yet been shown in America. Knowing my general view of
Napoleon as you do, I need not assure you that I have avoided hero-worship in my
handling of the subjectl

Hope that all goes well with you in the coming year. Things in the wargaraing/
figure collecting hobby in general seem to be doing quite well and we hope to have a
good year for the "Vedette", with quality contents from our American and overseas
artists and writers."

Aram Bakshian, Jr. of Washington, U.S.A.

00O00

"A few weeks ago, prior to the postal strike, I discovered by sheer accident the
existence of organised 'wargaming' in this country. At the same time, I acquired a
set of A.C.W. rules published by the London Wargames Section, which I personally dis
agreed with, and in my confusion turned to you for help.

Unfortunately, although I had your address without knowing it, I wrote to you
through one of your publishers, and whether or not you have yet received it, I cannot
tell, so this letter is to inform you that my enquiries to you are now null and void,
and need no reply.

In the weeks since the letter, my enquiries and researches have finally started
to strike oil. At first I attempted to contact the Secretary of the Birmingham
Society of Wargamers as listed in your book "Battles with Model Soldiers" only to
find the young lady had married and moved. By a further fluke later I actually con
tacted a member of the Society, with whom I have spoken 3 or 4 times by phone, though
we have never met, and now have enough information to contact the lady.

At the moment I have been unable to join as the club night coincides with tech.,
which fortunately finishes soon, but now the postal strike is over I can join anyway,
in spirit, if not body.

I appreciate now, from the conversations with my phantom contact, that the rules
are a matter of interpretation, and that although the Birmingham Society used the
London Wargames Section's rules, they were not too happy with them, and have just
published some new ones, which presumably will be used at this years convention, as
it is in Birmingham. I expect to have a copy fairly soon, so I can start picking
flies with those.

I seem to be falling on my feet, in a way, first I discover organised Wargaming
and then find the Annual Convention right on my doorstep, so that I can watch how
"the big boys" do it.

(NOTE: See "What Makes a Wargamer Tick?")

Anthony Wharton of Kidderminster.
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Last month I mentioned briefly the reported
items we can expect from Airfix in the not too dis
tant future. I have now bought a copy of their cata
logue which, at 15P» is the brightest, most stimula
ting and colourful piece of work I have seen for many
a long day. This catalogue contains details of a lot
of new items and it seems as though we are going to
have a very interesting time ahead of us. I won't

go into all the aircraft listed because this is no
speciality of mine but there certainly seems to be something of everything from the
very beginning of aircraft up to the very latest. The same applies to warships and
the Naval wargamer is strongly recommended to buy this catalogue if only to see just
how realistic and attractive these models look when made up and photographed in
colour. At long last, Airfix have turned out a Panzer IV,the workhorse of the German
Army}the PzKw IV was in service in 1939 and still being produced at the end of the
war. This kit provides both long and short barrelled 75mm guns for optional versions.
In addition to the 40 piece set "Washington's Army" mentioned last month (which in
cludes a mounted officer and standard bearer) there is a new set S40 British Grena
diers consisting of 44 piece set of British Redcoats with Guardsmen in a range of
fighting and marching positions. The mind boggles at what conversions and adaptations
can be attempted from these two boxesl And on that subject - what are we going to
make of box S41 "Astronauts"? This 59 part set includes actual figures of U.S.
Astronauts and the equipment which will be used to transport them on the moon's sur
face in future missions. Do we have scope for space wargames or can these figures be
converted to anything else - would you like to bet on it! Mentioned last month was
box No.1709 "Battle of Waterloo Farmhouse" - a reproduction of La Haye Sainte, the
famous farmhouse featured in the Battle of Waterloo - this kit seems to be a similar
type to the forts and castles already put out by Airfix and sells for 45p. Finally,
Airfix are to be congratulated on their new collectors 54mm series. To introduce the
first figure in the series, Airfix have chosen a Guardsman of the 2nd Coldstream
Guards as he appeared at the Battle of Waterloo together with a British Hussar, a
10th Hussar in the colourful uniform and equipment of the Waterloo period, complete
with sword and carbine. The actual scale photographs given in the catalogue reveal
that these models are of a high class and at 24p for the infantryman and 34p for the
cavalryman how can you go wrong?

Still on figures, I noticed recently that American enthusiast Duk Seifried, Jim
Getz and Ray Johnson have gone into business turning out 25mm Napoleonic sets. These
include unpainted castings of the Napoleonic period in specially packaged sets pro
viding matched poses with a proper proportion of Elites and Line for any given in
fantry battalion or in the case of artillery, with all the necessary figures to com
plete the crew. They are said to be accurate in detail, almost flash free and cast
in a virtually indestructible alloy. Almost 200 of these sets are listed in the
catalogue of Lowrys Hobbies of P.O.Box 210, Belleville, 111. 62222, U.S.A. and, in
the advert I saw, they list French Old Guard Grenadier Battalions; Russian Infantry
of the Line; Austrian Jaeger Battalion; Prussian Landwehr Battalion and British Line
or Guard Battalion. Each seems to consist of 20 or 24 pieces and sells for about
#3.50 to #4.20. Cavalry, artillery and units from French and British Allies are also
available. The same group turn out booklets, rules for the experienced player and
for the beginner together with booklets dealing with the organisation of company,
battalion, regiment, brigade, division, etc., of all the participants of the Napoleon
ic Wars. If you are interested, I suggest that you write to Lowrys and mention that
you obtained your information from Wargamer's Newsletter.

This is an exciting month for new items and not the least of them is the new set
of Wargames Rules covering the 1750-1850 period put out by the Wargames Research
Group. Selling at 45p, these rules cover fighting with European, Colonial or Native
troops in some very interesting periods - The Seven Years War; the early Napoleonic
Wars; the later Napoleonic Wars; all the Colonial Wars of the early part of Queen
Victoria's reign leading up to the Crimean War which although a little outside the
period could obviously be fought using these rules. The compilers of the rules are
well known to us all - Bob O'Brien, Philip Barker and Ed Smith and they have really
gone deeply into the subject*
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It is not fair or reasonable to give a critical assessment of these rules with
out actually fighting at least half a dozen battles using them but preliminary read
ings,and some minor table-top manoeuvres indicate that they give more than a reason
able simulation of the period they cover. Tests and games are being fought with
these rules by Keith Robinson and others, and a review and opinion of the rules will
be given in the Newsletter at a later date. For myself, I accept the hallmark be
stowed upon them by the fact that they are from the same stable as the excellent and
universally used Ancient and Mediaeval Wargames Rules but there are one or two points
in these 1750-1850 rules which lead me to feel, perhaps reluctantly, that they were
compiled more on a basis of historical military research than practical wargaming in
the period. For example, I believe that there should be greater emphasis given to
the morale aspects - in the Ancient and Mediaeval Rules this factor plays a very
large part but is surprisingly reduced to a relatively small factor in these Horse-
and-Musket Rules. I think it is a little rigid to make a rule that forces infantry
to form square whenever cavalry are in the vicinity - if they don't want to do it
then they didn't ought to be made to even if it costs them dear, as in real life! In
a praiseworthy effort to simulate attacks by French columns, the Rules seem to do one
of two things - either they give the column considerable power against Line forma
tions without discriminating in the case of British Line formations (the only
successful formation of this type used against the French column) or else, in order
to allow for this factor, the rules denigrate the power of the column whilst un-
realistically uplifting the strength of Line formations of Napoleonic nations other
than the British. I have not had sufficient playing experience with these rules to
work out which of these situations prevails but it would seem from perusing the rules
that one or other of them exists.

However, these are relatively minor points and I imagine that a great number of
wargamers will use the rules as a basis and fiddle around with them to suit them

selves - the inevitable reaction when a wargamer is confronted with rules other than
those he has formulated himself! As already mentioned, these rules can be obtained
for 45p from Bob O'Brien of 75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex. Order sheets
(practically printed on both sides) which cover these rules and sell in pads for 30p
are also available.

AUCTIONS AND

COLLECTIONS by
Donald Wintersyill

Soldiers
for sale
ABOUT ten thousand lead toy

soldiers this month marched to
a great victory In the auction rooms
of Phillipe, Son, and Neale in London.
They fetched a total of £7,380, which
was £3,000 up on a similar sale six
months ago. One lot, Dr Jameson of
the" Jameson Raid "with four African
Mounted Infantry, fetched £28. When
new. 50 years ago. the price was Is,
and the appreciation has been 56,000
per cent.

This is a world where dedication
and determination are strong. But not
all collectors In this field see eye to
eye. The collector of lead toy soldiers
is not the same as the war-gamer.
And the collector of miniature military
models will mount a one-man cavalry
charge if the ignorant call his pieces
*' toys."

Toy soldiers are the ones which
have delighted children since the end
of the nineteenth century: made of
lead, with crude detail, hollow, and
originally sold in boxes. The great
manufacturer was Britain's, but many
other firms existed. The glpries of the
Empire were faithfully recorded—
Bengal Lancers, Bombay Lancers,
Camel Corps, Zulus, and battalions of
British regiments. The lesser breeds
without the law were represented too,
although not in quite such numbers-
Cossacks, Foreign Legionnaires. Japa
nese cavalry. Zouaves, Turks, and
medieval mounted knights.

The biggest set by Britain's Included

hQtW artillery, mountain artillery,
dragoom, lancers, hussars, Household
Cavalry, guardsmen, a guard's band,
Highlanders, English infantry, sailors,
and staff officers: 275 pieces for 90s.

A piece originally costing 3d can
now go up to £2. A foot soldier will
be at least 12s 6d ; and a horse soldier
SOs. A cannon can cost up to £10 and
a waggon up to £30. But they must
be of lead. Plastic, which superseded
lead about five years ago, Is unaccept
able except In larger, more perfect
models.

Romantic appeal
War garnet require many models

to simulate large armies, and so these
soldiers are somewhat smaller than
Others. . The most popular period of
history for war gamers is the
Napoleonic, and especially tho Battle
of Waterloo. Perhaps this was the last
of the old-fashioned types of-war with
a romantic appeal for our times. Most
war gamers p/efer to buy unpainted
models and to kit out the troops them
selves. Unpaintcd foot soldiers cost
3s 9d and the dearest are 15s.

The firm Tradition, which Is in
Piccadilly, London, has supplied a
private collector pith £2,000 worth
of trumpeters and cavalrymen for a
set piece of the Charge of the Light
Brigade. These set pieces, or dioramas,
are hugely popular, with a few collec

tors. A favojitfte subject is the taking
of the farm at Hougoumont during
the Battle qf Waterloo. Wargame
models also come as Romans, Hoplites
Samurai, Cavaliers, and so on.

Miniature military models are the
largest of all. They are cast in per
haps a dozen pieces and are assembled
in different poses. An arm can for
example bo put in many positions,
and so these figures have a variety and
life about them which others do not
have. They are mainly for display or
ornament, and so some people have
only a few; but Douglas Fairbanks,
Jun.( has several thousand.

Accuracy is essential, and the cost
can be up tQ£30 for a medieval knight
in all his panoply. But less elaborate
ones. unDaintcd, can be had for less
than. £10. Mostly they are in massive
lead, but a French firm produces them
in kits of plastic parts which the
collector makes up himself. Apart
from these commercial products, dedi
cated men all over the country do
their own research into uniforms and
make their own models.

The .hobby Is well served bv the
British Model Soldiers Society (Secre-
jW?j, 6 Hilary, Gardens, Stanmore,
Middlesex) which has many branches
and a bulletin; the International
Society of Military Collectors, which
publishes "Tradition." monthly at
17s 6d ; Miniature Warfare," monthly
»' 4s; and the "War Gamers" News
Letter."
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RUSSIAN ARMY ORGANISATION - I8l2-l4

by

S.R.Edwards

This article was written mainly as a result of John Preece's letter in the April
1970 Newsletter asking for articles on tactical organisation of various armies but
also to try and foster more interest in that colourful and elegant but sadly-neglect
ed army - the Russian Napoleonic army.

Infantry:

Was of various types - Line, Light (Jagers), Elite (Grenadiers and Jager-Grena-
diers) and Guards (Light and Heavy).

The battalion, theoretically (although these strengths often dropped to 400 on
campaign), had 738 men for Line, Jagers and Grenadiers and 764 for Guard, in 4 com
panies. 3 companies were centre companies and the other was an elite company split
into 2 platoons, one Grenadier (which was posted on the right flank of a battalion
line), and one Light (on the left flank). In Line regiments centre companies were
known as Musketeers, the Grenadiers as Grenadiers, the Light platoon as tiralleurs.
This wa:; the same for Grenadier and Heavy Guard regiments except that they had fusi
liers instead of musketeers. Guard and Line light regiments had 3 companies of Jagers
and an elite company of Jager-Grenadier and Carabinier platoons.

An infantry regiment had 3 battalions, the first and third were service battal
ions, the second was kept at the regimental depot to provide replacements etc. The
Zlite companies of these battalions were collected into provisional battalions as a
reserve for their respective corps.

In 1812 there were 24 Line Divisions, most consisted of 4 Line and one Jager
regiment. The first Line regiment of a division had red shoulder straps, the second
- White, the third - yellow, the fourth - dark green with red piping, if there was a
fifth, it had light blue straps. he Jager regiment had yellow straps, if there was
a second, this had light blue.

In 1814 6 regiments of Jagers were converted to elite Jager-Grenadier units,
these, with the already existing 13 regiments of Grenadiers became the Grenadier
Corps. The Corps had 3 divisions, each division had 2 brigades of Grenadiers and 1
of Jager-Grenadiers. Like the rest of the army each brigade had 2 or 3 regiments.

In 1812 there were 4 regiments of Heavy Guard Infantry, 2 regiments of Light and
2 individual battalions of Light infantry. These were organised into a division of
3 brigades. In 1813 when the Pavlov and Lieb-Grenadiers became Guardsmen this was
expanded to a Guard Corps of 2 divisions, each division have 2 brigades.

Cavalry:

First the simple part. From late December 1812, all the cavalry was organised
into 6 squadron regiments, 208 men per squadron. The exception to this was the Guard
Cossack regiment, they probably retained their old organisation of 4 "hundreds".

Prior to December 27th, 1812, the Line Cossacks had 3 squadrons (or "hundreds")
per regiment, each squadron having 2 companies. There were about 15,000 to 30,000
irregular Russian cavalrymen, comprising 8 regiments of Cossacks, 1 of Kalmucks and
some of Bashkiers.

Regular Cavalry: Guard Cuirassiers, Guard Dragoons, Line Hussars, and Line
Uhlans had 10 squadrons per regiment, each squadron had 159 men in 2 companies. Line
Cuirassiers and Dragoons, Guard Hussars and Uhlans had 5 •JOsigcnfeg--per regiment, 151
men to a squadron.

In 10 squadron regiments, 2 squadrons were reserve troops at the depot (probably)
in 5 squadron regiments only one squadron was kept in reserve.

Many cavalry regiments had their own horse artillery.

At the beginning of 1812 the Line cavalry was composed of 6 regiments of Cuiras
siers, 36 of Dragoons, 11 of Hussars and 5 of Uhlans formed into cavalry divisions, 2

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9«
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writing^ery'few It^iT^^ *** f°? reaS°nS bey°nd ^ COntrol« at **• time ofi LI , u65.3" been received for review in this section. In anyevent, it seems as though the point of reviewing magazines might well be lost whin
mention is made in the Hay issue of Wargamer's Newsletter of journals published as

SOLDIER - March 1971. (433 Holloway Road, London N7 6LT. ?4p). This is^ue i« of
IV filSfJSV" t0 Wa^araers **« -^tary collectors became page I?0," c'mplete-much Jha? llll hUm°r0US Cart00ns„und- ^e heading of "Wargamesmanship". Ihere if
Stt£S "Pai"!eth:Ca0KisStG mLhtewS:iirhWinSS " ^^ °CC™* —« —--

£*£; Spiirc zsis M°afg:Zin:.ransin5 from 6"x vi to *•* 2o-' ^ *&-
gMyes iss-suss s& in s r squadr a*.^ ^°°number of a new fllutiittlS L!! U-S-A. £2.00 per annum). This is the second
stock *i^S?.l£SSJ2 S5£S^)^ttiffJ^ American hobby shop (whoconsiderable detail fch« vp™ ?«*?•. *hxlst the "agaaine actually covers in

STBATEGY AMD TACTICS -Ho. 23l S.pt.ab.r-Octob.r 1970. (Box 396, HI 10009 0SA

Amerioan 4Ii7™tolTJS'. hlS "e11 Pr°dll"d »"<> illustrated
hobby fro. IK "rn»r?i«poin sof^mt^ 7**" *t "? •U"le d"P°r int° theThe „agasi„e spooifioflly ', £'Tall""SfrjSSIt?"."** b°ard-gam„.

in which each month! thej JnclSe S"Ja o?r?or° l"**0 thiS ma*azine *• the manner
make up into a board-game. Phis month it H i "f * 'f* ^ material whic« usuallyentitled "T-34". h Xt deals larEely "ith the Russian front and is

TANKETTE - February-March 1Q71 Ov,„ „., • ^ a..
Vehicle Association. Subscriitioi^f! 8? T.f the Miniature Armoured Fighting
overseas £1.75 cKSs))! SSl IZLlrt*" ^""Sf the bi"monthly magazine £1.50 U.K.
magazine is obviously compiled S love^nd Z ^ Sf ^ illustrated l"tle
asts, it is not unreasonable to thlt ?! V written by enthusiasts for enthusi-
relied upon. This particular ?J£ J contents are authoritative and can be
Border Horse; the JS 1and 2" ! /Jl"! illustrated articles on the Lothian and
Modern British Marking- StranllJnl Lef/Grantj varia"ts; the Valentine tank Mark I;
features such as correspondencf^SJT'JS?0"*- fEiment Markings in BAOR plus other
the enthusiast viaco™^^ *" A^^ for
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THE NOTICE BOARD

i-jju-^

"We are very interested to that way of communication with other gamers, ways of
gaming, manufacturers of model soldiers, etc. For us it is very important, because
we are almost, for now, alone; we are trying to communicate with other wargamers in
Italy on the pages of "La Voce del Collezionista" and we would be grateful to you if
you would publish in your pages an appeal to other Italians to contact us."

Paolo Coturri, Associazione Fiorentina Battaglie in Scala, Piazza Mascagni 60,
Firenze, Italy.

00O00

FOR SALE: 20mm unpainted Mediaeval figures - Airfix: 44 mounted and 164 dis
mounted men-at-arms (70p); 96 Robin Hood (20p). Miniature Figurines: 20 Pikemen
(65p); 3 Crossbowmen (20p); 8 men-at-arms (30p). Hinton Hunt Figures: 12 Pikemen.
(45p); 10 Handgunners (35p); 15 Crossbowmen (50p). Plus postage. Send S.A.E. for
reply to D. Clark, 32 Nigel Road, London S.E.15-

ooOoo

Recent big increases in British Bank charges have put a handling-charge of 25p
(30 cents) on EACH cheque from overseas. It is economically impossible for Wargamer's
Newsletter to absorb this charge. Overseas subscribers sending dollar or non-sterling
cheques must ADD 30 cents to each cheque. American Express drafts, International
Money Orders or Sterling drafts for the specific amount do not need this additional
handling-charge.

ooOoo

FOR SALE: 49 man Miniature Figurines 20mra French regiment (some partly painted)
C.Appleby, 2 Hulcote, Towcester, Northants.

ooOoo

£1.75 including postage.

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on
the condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no
responsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

ooOoo

Wargamer's Newsletters can be purchased monthly by sending l8p on the first day
of each month.

ooOoo

"Handbook for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half-price to
Newsletter subscribers - 85p (#2) including postage and packing. Also a few author-
signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All For a Shilling a Day!" at 65P
(£1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally £1.50 new).

00O00

WANTED: Wargamer's Year Book 1964, 1965 and 1966. Wargamer's Newsletter June
1967, July 1966, October 1966, May 1967, August 1967, September 1967, October 1967,
November 1967 and January 1968 through December 1968. Thomas Coveney, 4511 W. 126
St., Hawthorne, California 90250, U.S.A.

00O00

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period.

00O00—



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Bo'oks by Donald Featherstone - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text'book of wargaming. £l,65p. (#4.75).

"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#4.75)•

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#4.75)*

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of
new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#5*25)•

"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative
beginner. £1.90p. (#5.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS". An essential reference book giving
details of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records,
dioramas, etc., etc. Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers
- 85p. (#2.00).

"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET1" - Tne 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#4.75).

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh War
1845-6. Nearly out of print1 A few signed by the author left at 65p.
(#1.50).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that
introduces the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the exper
ienced wargamer will find interest and value in its pages. Well illus
trated with drawings and photographs. (Published by David and Charles).
£2.90p. (#7.00).

"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and
casting model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings;
on soldering, gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and
Historex plastic figures. (Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#5.00).

"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsi
mile reproduction of the first edition. In this book H.G.Wells brought
his considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down
toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of play
ing wargames. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (#5.00).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1893-1918" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated
reference Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#4.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (I000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.
2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for I750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation In
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules for late I9th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)
by Donald Feathcrstone.

7 Rules for I9I7 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks,armoured cars,etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20np each (50c.) or the set of 8 for £1.25 (#3.00) including postage.
"WARGAHES TERRAIN" - 55np (#1.50). Illustrated booklet describing how
to construct realistic battlefields. Reprinting - ready early 1971.

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to
WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents
handling-charge added to them.
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Kg^ Getevery
, 2 detail right

*i^» with Airfix

Led: Suffolk. Bottom Right: Scharnhorst. Top Right: ArkRoyal.

It's the little things-like the helicopters, operating
stern ramp and Landing Craft-that really makes the model!

And that's why Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.
Every model is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect

replica of the real thing! There are nineteen different series, each
made to a constant scale. Over 300 kits, at prices

from 2/11 to 23/6. At all good hobby shops and F. W. Woolworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Ask for the catalogue.

PLANES!
Over 1LO to choose
front. Including
aircialtlromboth
World Wars, modern
jets ana airliners.

ARMOURED
VEHICLES 1
Tanks, (rucks and
missiles, all in
'00/110' scale, lor
use with Airlii
figures.

FIGURES!
0»er3SdlllerentsetSol
•00/110' scale lisures
-historical, military

->•

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

STOP PRESS
The Jumbo let takes ol:
Here it is. trie giant
new Boeing 747.
designed to
carry more ^
passengers than
any previous airliner)
The superb Airfu model-
complelewithmulliwheel
undercarriage-is ]9*long!
Pnce2l/6.

News, articles, conversions lor modelling enlhusiasls
every monlh in AIRFIX MAGAZINE. 2/6 Irom your
model shop or newsagent


